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Abstract: In past decades, cellular networks have raised the usage of spectrum
resources due to the victory of mobile broadband services. Mobile devices create
massive data than ever before, facing the way cellular networks are installed pre-
sently for satisfying the increased traffic requirements. The development of a new
exclusive spectrum offered to meet up the traffic requirements is challenging as
spectrum resources are limited, hence costly. Cognitive radio technology is pre-
sented to increase the pool of existing spectrum resources for mobile users via
Femtocells, placed on the top of the available macrocell network for sharing
the same spectrum. Nevertheless, the concurrent reuse of spectrum resources from
Femto networks poses destructive interference on macro networks. To resolve this
issue, this paper introduces an optimal channel allocation model using the Oppo-
sitional Beetle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (OBSOA) to allocate the channel
with interference avoidance. A new OBSOA is derived in this paper by the inclu-
sion of opposition-based learning (OBL) in BSOA. This algorithm allocates the
channels used by PUs (PUs) to the secondary users (SUs) in such a way that inter-
ference is minimized. This proposed approach is implemented in the MATrix
LABoratory (MATLAB) platform. The performance of this proposed approach
is evaluated in terms of several measures and the experimental outcome verified
the superior nature of the OBSOA-based channel allocation model. OBSOA mod-
el has resulted in a maximum signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio value of
86.42 dB.

Keywords: Femto networks; channel allocation; spectrum reuse; cognitive
network

1 Introduction

In recent days, architecture as well as topology of cellular networks, undergoes drastic variations
because of an excessive customer need for mobile data or the internet. In the last decades, the number of
wider mobile data traffic eclipsed the traffic on the global internet in 2000, and thereby in 2015 it has
been expected around one trillion people to use mobile data uniquely through mobile wireless tools [1].
To enhance the network potential as well as to face the improving data demand, massive and effective
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communications methods like MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) and modern antennas, have been
deployed. These smart models with scheduling method have been used for allocating resources namely,
OFDMA (Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access) techniques. But, such improvements are not
capable of solving the limiter bandwidth problem.

Here, Cognitive Radio (CR) methodology in the traditional cellular system has been presented to solve
the bandwidth issue and maximize the set of accessible spectrum resources for mobile users under the
application of Femtocells named as small cells that are overlaid on previous macrocell network, for
distributing a general spectrum. A small cell solution offers a local network as well as coverage
enhancement in jam closed regions and maximum actions such that people converging, or improper
signal. But, with all these contrast network development and reusable spectrum distributions produce
destructive interference from a macro as well as Femto systems. The Femto-BSs (Femto Base Stations)
are tiny in size, cheaper, and limited energy. It has been processed under the same frequency bands as
macro-cells, where the operators could apply and handle them. In contrary to macro-BSs (macro Base
Stations) that are loaded based on the proper network strategy operators are constrained with minimum
control than Femto-BSs, which results in a complex process to alleviate co-channel interference as well
as to control the network resources. Also, spontaneous locations of Femto-BSs result in 2 types of
interference from macro and Femto cellular systems: cross-tier which is an aggressor and victim of
interference comes under diverse tiers whereas intra-tier states that aggressor and victim of interference
are from a similar tie.

In general, the cognitive radio (CR) model can report the problems involved, by offering Femto-BS
potential to detect the atmosphere, disturb the obtained signal from macro-BS and neighbouring Femto-
BSs, and smartly designate spectrum resources at the time of controlling intra-tier and cross-tier
interference. A group of models used to distribute and provide spectrum resources by the CR method is
said to be dynamic spectrum access. It has the structure of a layered network with a registered spectrum,
such that consumers with minimum priority are named as Secondary Users (SUs) and users with
maximum priority are termed as primary operators (macrocell). To use the cellular band, Femtocell
applies dynamic spectrum access methods: transfer along with macrocell till a final interference has been
attained or make use of an unapplied channel that belongs to Processing unit.

The term interference is defined as a phenomenon that could not be removed from a wireless network,
but it is easy to handle. At this point, it has been applied with regulators and finite rules for exploiting
spectrum operation patterns to use a frequency band. Typically, small cells enable a reliable BS
development as well as an elegant transceiver model as it is constrained with minimum communication
range. Since the radio platform is assumed to be very hard, it applies a small cell which is very
advantageous for users to solve localized coverage as well as to improve connectivity path at the time of
offloading traffic in macrocells to Femtocells. For exploring the designed attributes, the upcoming
cognitive cellular system assists in developing regular policies which help to eliminate the production of
dangerous interference from the wireless network which communicates with one another and safeguard
several users.

Stated that, Femtocells exploited unfilled macro cell radio resources using a game-theoretical radio
resource control [2]. This model attains independent cross-tier as well as intra-tier interference reductions,
however, channel detection establishes an overhead as data transmission and receiving tasks could not be
processed with a limited sensing frame. It is presented with an admission control model to handle
interference from 2-tier CDMA (Code-Division Multiple Access) cellular systems [3]. Later, QoS is
offered with a two-tier CDMA network, but, while there is an existence of a congested network, then the
admission control method is converged slowly.
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A 2-tier Femtocell system could be applied by sharing spectrum to all tiers and the intermediate
macrocell has been underlay with massive several Femtocells. This module is named as cognitive
Femtocell network (CFN). Here, CFN could be developed efficiently as well as very expensive with
2 diverse spectrum-sharing concepts such as overlay and underlay [4]. Initially, overlay applies the model
which allows a SU to transfer the corresponding data from spectrum holes while PUs does not transmit
them. Femtocell user equipment leaves its channel at the time of detecting requirement to occupy from
the macro user equipment. Alternatively in the underlay paradigm, Femtocell user equipment enables to
perform the band of the macrocell network, and the entire interference from Femtocell user equipments
occupies on a similar channel which must be under the threshold value [5]. This study focuses on
allocating resources at underlay CFN while channel application depends upon the underlay cognitive
transmission access model [6].

While deploying CFN, interference is assumed to be the main problem due to the overlapping area
between cells from the network region as well as co-channel functions. Here, interference is divided into
intra-tier where interference is made via Femto-to-Femto and macro-to-macro [7]. In particular, inter-tier
interference occurs due to the application of the underlay spectrum, which has to save the macrocell
network. To reduce the interference, few processes are applied in the downlink direction. Compression of
intra-tier interference with the help of a coalitional game is presented in [8]. It has been developed with
frequency division multiple access to area spectral effectiveness as well as intended to predictable QoS
requirement [9]. Allocation of power and sub-carrier for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) Femtocells depends upon the underlay cognitive radios from a 2-tier network which is defined
in [10].

A self-organizing principle for external resource block designation along with QoS conditions to
eliminate the co-channel as well as co-tier interference as examined in [11]. Therefore, CFN uplink with
the application of the underlay model is an essential challenge that is in [12]. For uplink direction, the
ability and interference elimination for a 2-tier Femtocell network was established [13]. The interference
alleviation has been projected by forwarding data for macro consumers by Femto applicants, based on the
coalitional game model as well as leasing channel [14]. The energy consumption below QoS and
interference limitations in Femtocell networks have been revealed in [15]. Hence shared power control in
the case of spectrum-sharing Femtocell network with Stackelberg game methodology is proposed in [16].
But, many classes defined in consternate on single-channel task then don’t describe channel allocation for
Femto users.

In uplink interference has been assumed in OFDMA-relied Femtocell networks including incomplete
co-channel development with no Femtocell consumer [17]. In addition, channel designations depend upon
the auction technique in macrocell consumers as well as Femtocell users. It is noted that channel
allocation has not been an effective process for users, where it cannot be reuse channels with the help of
energy control.

Several studies indicated that the concurrent reuse of spectrum resources from Femto networks poses
destructive interference on macro networks. For addressing the problem, this paper introduces an optimal
channel allocation model using the Oppositional Beetle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (OBSOA) to
allocate the channel with interference avoidance. A new OBSOA is derived in this paper by the inclusion
of Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) in BSOA. This algorithm allocates the channels used by PUs to the
SUs in such a way that interference is minimized. At the initial stage, the OBL model is applied for the
generation of opposition-based population coming from the actual population. Once the opposition-based
and original populations are compared, the optimal ones are chosen and passed to the subsequent
iteration. By this procedure, the BSOA can be prevented from falling into a local optima problem. This
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proposed method is applied in the MATLAB platform. The proposed approach performance is evaluated in
terms of several measures.

The residual portions of the study have been presented here. Section 2 describes the proposed
Oppositional Beetle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (OBSOA). Section 3 tests the performance of the
algorithm. In the end, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 Proposed Oppositional Beetle Swarm Optimization Algorithm (OBSOA) Based Channel Allocation

2.1 Problem Formulation

As per early definition, CR systems are divided into 2 types such as primary (macro) as well as
secondary (Femto) users, as shown in Fig. 1. These 2 users use the spectrum between them based on
priority for spectrum access and conflict solution. Also, downlink interference has been assumed which is
more crucial, where a downlink case is provided from this simulation region or macrocell portion several
macro applicants laid in a random manner, where macro-BS is placed in middle of the covering portion.
The Femtocells undergo sharing in an identical macro cell region. An Sl has been depicted by the
integration of the transfer unit and reception unit and in the same way, Pl is demonstrated by the
concatenation of the transmitter and a receiver. Hence, Macro-BS and Femto-BS have the potential to
transmit signal in a well-known channel using maximum energy. Therefore, the energy of transmission
has been balanced at a reliable stage [18].

If SINR (Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio) is predicted with help of macro user attains more than
the SINR range provides by b, then the receiving process at Pl is effective. Then, the SINR value is monitored
at the receiver of Plv as offered by:

SINRv ¼
Pv

LDPðvÞnP
k2’ Pk

DSPðk; vÞn
1 � v � Pl (1)

Figure 1: Architecture of femtocells in cognitive network (MBS-Macro BS, MU-Macro user, FSU-Femto
user, FBS-Femto BS)
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where Pv denotes a transmission power of Plv, LDP(v)–Length of Plv; n-exponential path loss. In addition,
Pk implies transmit energy of Slk; DPSðk; vÞ-distance from transmitting unit in Slk receiving in Pl, k-active
secondary transmission index. f�active secondary transmitters set. The total interference from Sl applies
similar channels of Pl being examined. In Fig. 1, SINRv is estimated in Pl5:

Likewise, a SINR values from reception end Slu is measured by:

SINRu ¼
Pu

LDSðuÞn
�k2fPk

DSSðk; uÞn þ
Pv

DPSðv; uÞn
1 � u � Sl (2)

where Pu represents a transmission energy of Slu; LDSðuÞ-connection length of Slu; Pk-Power transferred
by Slk; DSSðk; uÞ-distance from Slk to u. As mentioned above, it provides set of intra-tier interference.
Unlike, PvPower transmitted by Plv, DPSðv; uÞ�distance from reception of Slu to transmitter v which
depicts the cross tier interference by a receiver of Slu. SINR restrict for Sl which is provided by a.

Data values of Sl and Pl has been retrieved from Eqs. (3) and (4), correspondingly. These values are
based on channel bandwidth B where Sl and Pl shares the network.

C0
u ¼ Blog2ð1þ SINRuÞ (3)

C00
u ¼ Blog2ð1þ SINRvÞ (4)

Data rate has been assumed as a value of efficiency of spectrum of CR network, and the main goal of
allocating resources is to simulate higher data rate of network (5) by considering SINR needs of Plð7Þ and
Slð6Þ which is given by:

Max
XSl
u¼1

C0
uXu þ

XPl
v¼1

C00
v (5)

SINRu � a (6)

SINRv � b (7)

C0
u. 0; u ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4:; Sl (8)

C00
v . 0; v ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Pl (9)

xu ¼ 1; if SINRu � a and SINRv � b
0; otherwise

�
(10)

where xu ¼ 1 for Sl of u is declared from solution as well as xu ¼ 0 for without any change in value, as
provided in Eq. (10).

2.2 Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) Algorithm

The BSO technique is considered an optimizing method that integrates the mechanism of beetle foraging
as well as the Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) approach [19]. Several works have been presented that
2 antennae of beetles have been employed to find neighboring areas. If an antenna detects highly
concentrated food aromas from one side, then a beetle would move towards the antennae at the recent
current side. Based on a simple biological nature, a meta-heuristic optimizing model depends upon the
foraging character of beetles has been derived. It is described with the location of the beetle from S-
dimensional space at t as xt, as well as the position of beetle at t + 1 is supported by (11).
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xtþ1 ¼ xt þ dt � b � signðf ðxrtÞ � f ðxltÞÞ (11)

xrt ¼ xt þ dt � ~b; xlt ¼ xt � dt � ~b (12)

~b ¼ randsðs; 1Þ
krandsðs; 1Þk ; d

t ¼ 0:95dt�1;

dt ¼ 0:95dt�1 þ 0:01 (13)

Here, ~b is an arbitrary exploring direction of beetle in S-dimensional space, and randsð:Þ indicates a
random expression. dt implies a searching length of beetle, whereas dt signifies a detectable distance of
antennae. Some of the primary values of dt and dt are often fixed as maximum and reduced slowly. Main
objective of this make up is to develop past searching limit from optimizing process to take over massive
area and move to local extremes. xlt and xrt are named as predicted locations of left as well as right
antennae of beetle, and high intense of food flavour at 2 locations are presented as f ðxrtÞ and fðxltÞ,
where the fitness function (FF) rates of presented model sign ð:Þ is a symbol expression.

It is a fundamental BSO model that has been deficient while operating high definition task, as well as
efficiency of an iteration has maximum vulnerability for primary location of antennae. As same as PSO
model, every beetles present in BSO technique denotes a capable solution of optimizing issue, and
various beetles distribute data among them. The process of improving the speed of a beetle can be
measured by the trend of each beetle seeking for single extremes and tendency of BSO looking for global
extreme rate. Unlike, the location upgrading of every beetles cannot be computed by expanding the speed
updating and data obtained by corresponding antennae. Hence it applies loosening technique for smarter
computing model. X ¼ ðX1; X2; . . . ; XnÞ is employed to represent the beetle swarm along with a
population size of n from S-dimensional search space, and Xi ¼ ðxi1; xi2; � � � ; xiSÞT refers S-dimensional
vector and location parameter of beetle i in S-dimensional searching space and a capable resolution of
optimizing issue. Vi ¼ ðvi1; vi2; . . . ; viSÞT Indicates the speed variable of beetle i. Single extreme
can be presented by Pi ¼ ðpi1; pi2; . . . ; piSÞT, as well as global extreme is implied by
Pg ¼ ðpg1; pg2; . . . ; pgSÞT . Therefore, the updates of speed and position of BSO framework can be
provided as:

xkþ1
is ¼ xkis þ lvkis þ ð1---kÞnkis; (14)

vkþ1
is ¼ xvkis þ c1r1ðpkis � xkisÞ þ c2r2ðpkgs � xkgsÞ; (15)

nkþ1
is ¼ dk � vkis � sign

�
f ðxkrsÞ � f ðxklsÞ

�
; (16)

xkþ1
rs ¼ xkrs þ vkis �

~d

2
; xkþ1

ls ¼ xkls � vkis �
~d

2
; (17)

where s ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; S; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n; k is a processing duration. nis implies a single portion of
displacement computed by a robust data determined by beetle antennae which has been considered as
alternate portion of displacement increment. Then, loosening factor (k) in (14) and inertia weight (x) in
Eq. (15) can be adjusted accordingly. r1 and r2 are termed as arbitrary functions with a value range from
0 and 1. Attribute c1 and c2 estimate the effect of single as well as global extremes of beetle. The
semantics of dk , d; x and f ðxÞ are similar with fundamentals of BAS.In BSO model, position upgrading
works using searching process of a beetle monomer and knows the extending principle of the PSO technique.
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2.3 Oppositional Principle of BSO Algorithm (OBSO)

In the domain of the computational process, OBL is generally applied to enhance the convergence value
of several optimizing techniques. The key objective of this method is to consider the recent population and
contrast the population simultaneously and derive a more optimized candidate solution. Recently, several
authors have deployed the Opposition-Based Learning (OBL) technique in the population-relied
optimizing model to improve the convergence value. As a result, the adverse candidate solution can be
placed at the nearby global solution when compared with an arbitrary candidate solution. The contrast
solution of OBL is represented by a small point of solution from the middle of the searching space,
which is expressed in a mathematical format:

x0i;j ¼ ai þ bi � xi;j; (18)

where xi ¼ ðxi;1; xi;2; . . . ; xi;DÞ represents a possible solution in D-dimensional search space,
xi;j ¼ ½ai; bj�; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; D, and corresponding opposition-based solution is x0i ¼ ðx0i;1; x0i;2; . . . ; x0i;DÞ.

There is a point that, it OBL method is established at primary stage of BSO model and it is capable of
producing opposition-relied population. Followed by, good individuals have been selected to take part in
evolution of actual population as well as opposition-based population. Therefore, it improves the diversity
of a population and extends the importance of BSO.

2.4 OBSO for Channel Allocation

In this section, the OBSOA model has been applied for channel allocation. Here, a vector P0
i stores the

best channel allocation for SL find so far for the ith particle, a vector X 0
i represents a candidate channel

allocation for SLs for the ith particle, and a vector SS (SS) indicates allocation of channels for PL links.
Fig. 2 shows the representation of the process involved in channel allocation.

For the identification of a collection SLs which maximizes the cognitive cellular network data rate, at the
same time as the minimal SINRs threshold of every user could be offered, the proposed OBSOA is applied.
The processes present in the allocation of channels are provided in Algorithm 1.

Upon analyzing a downlink scenario using the process involved in the channel allocation of OBSOA, a
candidate solution Xi represent a probable collection of SLs which may present with the PLs.

Figure 2: Architecture of proposed channel allocation process
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Algorithm 1: OBSOA For Channel Allocation

Input: Number of SLs Sl, PLs Pl, SINR threshold a ¼ b, Swarm size S, Iteration count T max , max. velocity
V max :

Output: Maximum data rate in the system f ðPgÞ, group of chosen SLs Pg, channel allocation for PLs
vectorSS, optimal channel allocation for SLs P

0
g, SINR level at PLs, and SINR level at SLs.

Initialize the variables

Discover Sl and Pl in the coverage area A in a random way

Initializing candidate solution vector Xi in an arbitrary way, where xid 2 f0; 1g
Initializing random velocity vector Vi, where vid 2 ½�Vmax; Vmax �
Assume Pi ¼ Xi and P0

i ¼ X 0
i

Initializing an arbitrary vector SS using Pl

End of Initialization

For i ¼ 1 to number of particles

Map X 0
i and SS vector for calculating the SINR levels at SLs and PLs.

Map P0
i and SS vectors for determining SINR levels at SLs and PLs.

Determine FF, f ðX 0
iÞ and f ðP0

iÞ.
If f ðX 0

iÞ. f ðP0
iÞ then do

For d ¼ 1 to D

pid ¼ xid

p0id ¼ x0id
Next d

End do

g ¼ i

For j ¼ 1 to n

Map P0
j and SS vectors for computing SINR levels at SLs and PLs.

Determine FF, f ðP0
jÞ and f ðP0

gÞ.
If f ðP0

jÞ. f ðP0
gÞ then g ¼ j

Next j

For d ¼ 1 to D

vid ¼ wxvid þ c1r1ðpid � xidÞ þ c2r2ðpgd � xidÞ
vid ¼ w1xvid þ c3ðgbest � pbestÞ
xid ¼ xid þ vid

xid ¼ xidmod ð2Þ
if xid ¼ 1, then perform random allocation of a new channel to x0id:

then d

Next i

Till termination criteria is satisfied

Display ðPg; f ðPgÞÞ
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3 Performance Validation

3.1 Simulation Setup

The results of the presented OBSOA have been validated by carrying out simulation in a network of
1MBS placed at the middle of the network. A set of Femto Base Station (FBS)s are placed in apartment
blocks inside the communication range of Macro Base Station (MBS) coverage area, which is partitioned
into a set of three regions, two blocks are placed in every sector and size are placed in other three sectors.
The Macro Users (MUE)s undergo random deployment in the MBS communication range. At the same
time, the femto user (FUE) undergoes deployment in the apartment blocks [20]. The intention of the
OBSOA is to allocate the RBs effectively to every FUE, therefore, maximum SINR and throughput can
be attained. The parameters involved in the experiments are provided in Tab. 1.

3.2 Results Analysis

During the initial round of experimentation, FBS assigns a subset of resource blocks (RBs) at random to
its interconnected Femto user equipment (FUE). Randomly allocating the resources, however, results in a
suboptimal solution for RD assignment since few close FEUs will receive identical RBs [21]. As a result,
both the interference level and the SINR value increase. The objective of OBSOA is to increase the SINR
through the distribution of highly favourable RBs to each FUE. In the presence of the OBSOA algorithm
5 [22], the interference can be minimised and the SINR converges to a maximum value. In this instance,
the parameter settings of the OBSOA method have a greater effect on the convergence of SINR.

Fig. 3 depicts the convergence analysis of the SINR for multiple models with varying iteration counts.
The graph demonstrated that the presented OBSOA provided superior results than the DBFO and RA models
with the highest SINR value. It is also observed that the SINR value rises as the number of iterations
increases.

Table 1: Parameter settings

Parameter Value

Cellular layout of macrocell Hexagonal grid, 1 cell site with 3 sectors

No. of users 5 MUEs/Sector, 2 FUEs/FBS

System bandwidth 10 MHz

FBS activation probability 1

RB count 50

RB assigned 5 RBs/UE

Cellular layout of femtocell 5 * 5 grid model

Figure 3: SINR convergence analysis
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Under 50 iterations, the OBSOA obtains a maximum SINR of 84.46 dB, whilst the DBFO and RA
models produce lower SINR values of 83.26 and 83.27 dB, respectively. Similarly, in the presence of
150 rounds, the OBSOA provided the highest SINR value of 85.69 percent, whilst the DBFO and RA
models produced SINR values of 84.62 percent and 83.27 percent, respectively. In addition, under the
presence of 250 rounds, the OBSOA boosted the SINR value to 86.82 percent, whilst the DBFO and RA
models remained at the minimum SINR values of 85.46 and 83.0 percent, respectively. Under the
maximum iteration count of 350, the OBSOA achieved the greatest SINR of 88.64 dB, while the DBFO
and RA models achieved the lowest SINR values of 86.82 and 83.27 dB, respectively. From iteration
number 0 to iteration number 350, it is obvious that the SINR value of OBSOA increases from 84.46 to
88.64 dB. These statistics clearly indicated the increase in SINR value as the number of OBSOA
iterations increases.

The presented OBSOA alleviates interferences more efficiently than the DBFO and RA models. In
addition, the use of OBSOA improves throughput for each FUE, resulting in higher system performance.
The deployment of OBSOA to allocate RBs in Femtocell networks was subjected to experiments. The
CDF analysis of the OBSOA, DBFO, and RA models under variable throughput is depicted in Fig. 4.
The graph indicates that the OBSOA has obtained the lowest CDF, whereas the DBFO and RA models
have the highest CDF under varied throughput conditions.

The OBSOA and DBFO models have reached a minimum and identical CDF value of 0.03 Mbps under
a variable throughput of 3, however the RA model has obtained a higher CDF value of 0.03 Mbps. Similarly,
for the variable throughput of 7, it is observed that the OBSOA provides the lowest CDF value of 0.07 Mbps,
but the DBFO and RA models produce higher values of 0.09 and 0.16 Mbps, respectively. In addition, with
the variable throughput of 8, it is noted that the OBSOA provides the most effective outcomes with the lowest
CDF value of 0.53 Mbps, but the DBFO and RA models lead to the highest CDF values of 0.64 and
0.7 Mbps, respectively.

Similarly, for the variable throughput of 9, the OBSOA has provided a CDF value of 0.71 Mbps, whilst
the DBFO and RA models have provided CDF values of 0.86 and 1 Mbps, respectively. Under the maximum
throughput of 1, the OBSOA nevertheless achieves a lesser PDF of 0.97 Mbps than the existing DBFO and
RA models, which both reach a maximum and identical PDF of 1 Mbps. It may also be gathered from the
graph that the PDF increases as throughput increases.

Tab. 2 and Fig. 5 indicate the influence of SINR after 350 rounds have been completed. It is obvious
from the chart that the RA has demonstrated its ineffectiveness, as indicated by the lowest SINR value of
73 dB. In addition, the DPSO algorithm achieved a SINR value of 79.36 dB, which is marginally

Figure 4: Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of throughput (Mbps)
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superior to RA’s values in terms. Although the DPSO beat the RA model, it failed to demonstrate superior
efficacy over other approaches. The continued efforts of the DBFOmodel have resulted in a high SINR value
of 81.92 dB. Curiously, the proposed OBSOAmodel has produced a maximum SINR value of 83.64 dB. The
greatest SINR value provided by the OBSOA implied a significant performance advantage over other
approaches.

Tab. 3 and Fig. 6 examine the outcome of the OBSOA and existing methods interms of SINR after the
completion of 350 rounds. From the table, it is evident that the RA has showed its ineffectiveness and is
ensured from the least SINR value of 73.14 dB. At the same time, the DBFO algorithm has offered
slightly better performance over RA by achieving a SINR value of 82.97 dB.

Table 2: SINR analysis of different methods after 350 rounds

Methods SINR (dB)

OBSOA 83.64

RA 73.00

DBFO 81.92

DPSO 79.36

Figure 5: SINR analysis after 350 iterations

Table 3: SINR analysis of different methods after 2250 rounds

Methods SINR (dB)

OBSOA 86.42

Random allocation 73.14

DBFO 82.97

DPSO 84.27

Figure 6: SINR analysis after 2250 iterations
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Although the DBFO model outperformed the RA model, it failed to outperform other approaches. In
accordance with this, the DPSO model has achieved a SINR value of 84.27 dB, which is a high value.
The proposed OBSOA model has resulted in a maximum SINR value of 86.42 dB, which is evident.
After studying the simulation results in depth, it is established that the presented OBSOA has provided
superior outcomes than the other models.

Fig. 7 depicts the channel use analysis of numerous models with varying call arrival rates. The
illustration demonstrates that the suggested DPSO model utilises channels more effectively than
the evaluated techniques. The RA model is proven to have the lowest channel consumption among the
compared techniques. In continuation, the DBFO and DPSO models demand channel utilisation that is
superior to the RA model and nearly identical to the DPSO model, but not greater than the OBSOA
model. However, the proposed model gives significantly more channel utilisation than the compared
techniques.

Fig. 8 depicts a study of the Call Blocking Probability for multiple models with varying call arrival rates.
The graph illustrates that the suggested DPSO model has the lowest Call Blocking Probability compared to
the compared techniques. The RA model has the highest Call Blocking Probability among the studied
techniques. Continuing, the DBFO and DPSO models demand a Call Blocking Probability that is lower
and nearly identical to that of the RA model, but not lower than that of the OBSOA model. However, the
proposed model delivers a significantly lower Call Blocking Probability than the compared techniques.
The OBSOA model offers the lowest probability of call blockage. However, when the number of
incoming calls increases, the proposed technique blocks fewer calls. The achieved experimental analysis
clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of the OBSOA model across a variety of performance metrics.

Figure 7: Channel utilization analysis

Figure 8: Call blocking probability analysis
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4 Conclusion

This paper has presented an optimal channel allocation model using OBSOA to allocate the channel with
interference avoidance. This algorithm allocates the channels used by PUs to the SUs in such a way that
interference is minimized. At the initial stage, the OBL model is applied for the generation of an
opposition-based population coming from the actual population. Once the opposition-based and original
populations are compared, the optimal ones are chosen and passed to the subsequent iteration. By this
procedure, the BSOA can be prevented from falling into a local optima problem. This proposed approach
is implemented in the MATLAB platform. The performance of this proposed approach is evaluated in
terms of several measures and the experimental outcome verified the superior nature of the OBSOA-
based channel allocation model. The proposed OBSOA model has resulted in a maximum SINR value of
86.42 dB. Therefore, in the next work, we will further study the impact of different parameter settings on
BSO.
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